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Unity 60 Sequenced – Icon Rationales  

 

 

ICON ICON NAME RATIONALE 

 

OBJECT OBJECT = ending key for objective pronouns. The turning 
arrows represent Choose Activity. 

 

POSS POSSESIVES= “this bag is MINE”. The man and lady are 
speaking to each other in whole SENTENCEs. 

 

INTERJ INTERJECTIONs are words that pop up in conversations 
like fireworks. 

 

WIZARD Mr. WIZARD is pointing to that.  DETERMINERS are found here 
(this, that, these, those, etc.) 

 

CONJ The train cars are joined together. CONUNCTIONs 
join words together. 
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ICON ICON NAME RATIONALE 

 

PREP The PREPOSITION icon is a bridge. The cloud is 
above the bridge, cars go over the bridge, water 
goes under the bridge. 

 

?WORD The QUESTION WORD icon represents question 
words. 

 

NOUN The NOUN icon is a picture of Mother Hubbard. 
She is a person, her cupboard is a place, and there 
is a thing in the cupboard. 

 

PLURAL The NOUN PLURAL icon is a picture of Mother 
Hubbard. She is a person, her cupboard is a place. 
There are many things in the cupboard. 

 

ADVERB Many ADVERBS end in -ly. 

 

I  
 
 
 
(I MALE) 

The I pronoun icon is a picture of a person 
pointing to himself. 

 

WE  The two friends represent the pronoun WE. 

 

VERB Mr. Action man represents VERBs. 

 

VERB+S The VERB + S icon is the ending key for present 
tense singular verbs. 

 

VERB+ING The VERB + ING icon is the ending key for present 
participles ending in -ing. 
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ICON ICON NAME RATIONALE 

 

VERB+ED The VERB + ED icon is the ending key for simple 
past tense verbs. 

 

TO+VERB The VERB + TO icon is the ending key for 
infinitives. 

 

KEYBOARD ADJECTIVE + KEYBOARD = link to keyboard page; 
ending key for describing words. 

 

ADJ+ER ADJ + ER = ending key for comparative adjectives; 
quick access to the word "an". 

 

ADJ+EST ADJ + EST = ending key for superlative adjectives; 
quick access to the word "the". 

 

YOU The finger is pointing to YOU. 

 

THEY THEY are a group. 

 

DICE You can play games with DICE. 

 

SUN Everybody likes a SUNny day. The SUN is smiling 
and happy. 

 

HAMMER A carpenter works with a HAMMER. 
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ICON ICON NAME RATIONALE 

 

MONEY It's good to have MONEY. 

 

MASKS The MASKS icon stands for feelings. One is happy 
and one is sad. 

 

BOOK You can read a BOOK. 

 

MORE The hands are signing "more." Most people want 
to hear MORE MUSIC. 

 

STOP Always STOP at the STOP sign. 

 

IT Mary had a little lamb, ITs fleece was white as 
snow. 

 

HE HE is the he pronoun. 

 

WANT The boy WANTs a cookie.   

 

FAMILY FAMILY represents words about the family. 

 

iPhone The PHONE icon shows a phone. The THUMBS UP 
icon represents positive words. 
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ICON ICON NAME RATIONALE 

 

REMEMBER Tie a string around your finger so that you will 
REMEMBER to do something. 

 

HOUSE The HOUSE icon represents building and home-
related words.  

 

TRUCK  The TRUCK represents all types of vehicles.  The 
truck is GOing.  

 

MORNING 
 
 
(morning4) 

A RAINBOW is made up of many colors. We get up 
in the MORNING. The mountains represent places 
in nature. 

 

BATH Sometimes we need HELP in the BATHroom. This 
icon represents bathroom and medical- related 
words. 

 

clear BLANK = Clear Display 

 

SHE SHE is the she pronoun. 

 

SUIT KNOT represents negative words.  
The SUIT has a name tag in the back to show 
ownership. SUIT represents clothing words. 

 

APPLE 
 
(apple5) 

You can eat an APPLE. The APPLE icon represents 
food. 
BEE= “to be” verbs found here. Bees help our 
crops to grow into delicious food. 

 

GOD People make cookies of various shapes to 
celebrate holidays. Many holidays have a religious 
(GOD) meaning. 
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ICON ICON NAME RATIONALE 

 

UMBRELLA You need an UMBRELLA when it rains. The 
THUMBS DOWN icon on the handle represents 
negative words. 

 

TV There is a JUICE glass on the TV. This icon 
represents beverages and television-related words. 

 

KITCHEN Turn the spoon around in the KITCHEN pan the 
food can cook. This icon represents kitchen and 
temperature -related words, also the word turn. 

 

CHEST You can put things in the OPEN chest. You find 
TOYS in the chest. 

 

BED You sleep in a BED. 

 

 

 

 

 


